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1 Paradoxa   publishes   Studies   in   World
Literary  Genres.  This  particular  volume,
Paradoxa  24,   is  entitled  Espionage  Fiction:
The Seduction of Clandestinity. A total of 11
essays,  3   interviews  and  3  book  reviews
are included in the publication. 
2 In  his   introductory   essay,  Robert  Lance
Snyder   (who   is   also   the   editor   of   the
volume)   explains   the   objectives   of   this
collection.   The   first   objective   is   to
challenge   espionage   fiction’s   historical
pattern of androcentrism, the second one
is   to   expand   coverage beyond   its  usual
Anglo-American   parameters,   the   third
and   last  one   is   to  devote  at   least  equal
attention to post-Cold War spy narratives
as   to   those  published   before   1991.  The
publication  of   the  volume  was  preceded
by   a   Call   for   Papers,   launched   in   the
summer  of  2011,  barely  a  year  before  its
going to the press. 






analyses  Helen  MacInnes’  spy  fiction  and  her   introduction  of  marriage  as  a   literary
innovation in this genre. Bold sees MacInnes’ women characters as a significant stage
in  the  process  of  emergence  of  women’s  voices  in espionage  narratives.  Examples  of
espionage  novels  resisting  closure  and  revelling  in  ambiguity  are  found  in  Manning
Coles’  oeuvre,  according  to  Mary  Anne  Schofield.  The  authors,  Adelaide  Frances  Oke
Manning and Cyril Henri Coles, the duo that makes up Manning Coles, offer intriguing
ways   of   viewing   the  wartime   order   of   identity,   fictionally   and  politically,   at   the
moment of their publication. Schofield seems to allude to the fact that the writing was
different   from  other   contemporary   spy   fiction  because  one  of   the   authors  was   a
woman. However, she never goes so far as to explicitly state this. Rosie White, feeling
that espionage fiction cannot be analysed without the inevitable reference to the iconic
James   Bond,   centres   her   essay   around   notions   of   age   and   femininity   when
demonstrating   that   Dorothy   Gilman’s   Mrs   Pollifax   is   a   great   challenge   to   the
misogynistic  Bond.  The   last   instalment   on  women’s   inclusion   and   importance   in




Bleton’s,  mainly  bibliographic,   study  on   trends   in   contemporary  Francophone  Spy
Fiction, Sándor Kálai’s paper on Hungarian novelist Vilmos Kondor’s The Budapest Spy
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State,   the   Prince,   the   Organization   and   the   Spy,   and   are   combined   with   three












7 This  volume  of  essays  has  an  added  raison  d’être,  namely  to  attempt  to  convince   its
readers that crime fiction in general and spy fiction in particular can be seen as “good
literature” and don’t have to be hidden in a far-away corner. It does so in a convincing
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